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Abstract
Identification of an individual artist’s touch on paintings is studied using surfacemetrology. Paintings’
topographies weremeasured using focus variation and stitching, creating 13× 13mmmapswith
1μmsampling intervals, and 169megapixels, with a 10X objective lens. Topographic characterization
parameterswere analyzed for their ability to differentiate different painters’ renderings. Statistical
treatments fromdataminingwereused todiscriminate, by optimization,multiscale topographic
signatures characterizedby amultitudeof areal textureparameters. It appears that a fractal dimension can
define3 characteristic scale ranges.One from3 to70μmcorresponds tobrushstrokedetails. Another,
from70 to 700μm, corresponds to the topographyof thematerial of the canvas fabric. Finally, scales
greater than700μmcorrespond toundulations of the canvas. For scales less than50μm, the fractal
structureof the topography left bybrushstrokes follows apower lawcharacterizedby the slopes of the
topography. The topographyof the clouds paintedon the canvas has an Sdq (topographic slopes)
increasingwith the clarity of the clouds at scales of 3–500μm.According to theTorrance-Sparrow theory,
the higher the Sdq, themorediffuse the light on the surface.Thepainter thereforewanted to show, byhis
brushstroke, that the light clouds diffusemore light giving an impressionof local brightness. This study is
confirmedby the analysis of the painting ofMaxSavy, a Frenchpainter fromCarcassonne (1918–2009),
whichwasmeasuredwith awhite light interferometerZygoNewView7300, aX100objective lens giving a
517μm×517μmstitched surface,with a sampling interval of 0.109μm.Thebox-countingmethod for
estimating the fractal dimensionof the topographyof anoil painting appears optimal by the fact that it
morphologically integrates scale variations of the local slopes of the surfacemorphology.Thismethod thus
characterizes themultiscale aspects, aswell as the scale changes, of the topography.

1. Introduction

Scientific analysis of artistic paintings has recourse to
numerous investigative techniques [1–3]. A number
of modern techniques are used to investigate the
works of art used for attribution of paintings [4], and
art fraud [5] for example. Several kinds of material
interactions have been used: raking light [6], infrared
imaging [7], ultraviolet fluorescence [8], x-ray meth-
ods [9], neutron activation [10], acoustic imaging
[11], and thermographic imaging [12]. These aid
restorations by providing an in-depth view of

paintings. They are also used for authentication, but
not primarily to analyze the aesthetics, the painter’s
touch, or the emotions felt by the painter. They also
do not study elementary geometric forms, i.e., topo-
graphic features, like those resulting from discrete
fundamental brush-stroke-paint-substrate interac-
tions that form topographies on paintings combina-
tions of which lead a complete impression of the art.
We can consider three types of sensory information:
colors, shapes of regions, and the topographies,
i.e., structures or morphologies, of the brush-
strokes [13, 14].
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The measurement and analysis of topographies is
surface metrology, which has origins in engineering
design. Surface metrology has expanded into analyses
in archaeology [15–18], paleontology, forensics, cul-
tural preservation [19], and art [20, 21]. A particularly
interesting commonality of these studies is that their
topographies have important, irregular components
that cannot be well characterized by conventional geo-
metry. In the last decades of the 20th century high-
speed, digital computing facilitated measurement and
analysis of topographic irregularities. Concurrently
computers enabled visualization and application of
Mandelbrot’s fractals. Concepts from fractal geometry
helped to elucidate and characterize irregular geome-
tries in nature, including roughness, which he called
beautiful.

Value in surface metrology can come from dis-
covering strong functional correlations and confident
discriminations [22]. Functional correlations can be
between topographies and the processing variables
that have created them, or between performance and
the topographies that influence it. Discrimination
means being able to discern, or differentiate, topo-
graphies what were created or that performdifferently.
The ability to create these kinds of value depends on
four principles, inclusion of pertinent scales, char-
acterization of pertinent geometric features, acquisi-
tion of sufficiently good measurement data, and
application of appropriate statistical analyses. The first
two, relating to scales and characterizations, are axio-
matic for surface metrology. The second two, mea-
surement and statistics follow directly as corollaries. In
a review it was found that research, which provided
value through discoveries of strong functional correla-
tions or confident discriminations tended to have
these four principles in common [23].

The scales, i.e., sizes, spatial frequencies or wave-
lengths, that are pertinent for solving a particular pro-
blem, or for understanding a certain phenomenon, are
often not known in advance. Therefore, multiscale
regressions, and discrimination tests are used on mul-
tiscale geometric characterizations, topographic mea-
surements to determine the pertinent scales.
Topographic measurements are inherently multiscale.
They contain ranges of scales from a measurement’s
resolution to a measurement’s field of view, or an
overall size of stitchedmeasurements. The lower limits
of a measurement’s resolution is a function of the
interactions between an instrument’s sensors and the
measurands, as well as a measurement system’s inter-
pretation of signals from its sensors to estimate
heights, sampled at locations on surfaces.

Heights cannot be measured at a point and all the
heights on a surface cannot be known.Measured topo-
graphies sample heights (z) in a regular spatial array (x,
y). Height samples in topographic measurements are
determined over sampling zones spaced at sampling
intervals in x and y. Other terms for sampling interval
are found in the literature, such as, pixel size or

measurement interval. Sampling interval is currently
used in international and national standards (ISO
25178 [24], ASME B46.1 [25]) and is used here. It is
difficult to determine the actual resolution of a mea-
surement instrument on a particular surface, often is it
taken to be the sampling interval, which is a lower
limit on the resolution.

Multiscale geometric characterizations can be
achieved through progressive filtering of topographic
data then performing analyses, or by characterizing
geometric properties that inherently vary with scales
of observation or calculation on irregular surfaces, like
slope, area, and curvature. Filtering and use of geo-
metric evaluations that are functions of scale can be
used together as is done here.

Paintings’ topographies can be considered as col-
lections of topographic features at progressively finer
scales. Brushstrokes can be considered collections of
ridges left by individual hairs or bristles. There are
features on the ridges, some due to constituents in the
paints, and to drying and aging phenomena. Some
could be due to vibrations and movements during
strokes, maybe even from sounds and voices in a
painter’s studio during a brush stroke. This kind of
reductionism applied to topographies can lead to for-
mulation of discrete interaction hypotheses for
studying of topographic interactions [22]. Funda-
mental discrete interactions produce the finest scale
topographic features. Larger features and topo-
graphies are agglomerates of these fine scale features.
This concept provides a useful perspective for
considering multiscale formation processes for
topographies.

Here, techniques are also investigated in the fields
of image analysis and colorimetry. Shugrina et al [26]
show, by using computer graphics to substitute brush-
strokes of different textures on paintings representing
the same object, that a viewer’s feelings are fully differ-
ent. Brushstrokemorphologies can be used to classify
portrait miniatures [27]. The introduction of brush-
strokes textures, called stroke processes [28] on a digi-
tized image, creates non-photorealistic visualization of
objects by controlling the color, shape, size and orien-
tation of individual brushstrokes [29]. Brushstrokes
textures make the visualization of artistic paintings
aesthetically pleasing, by adding morphological infor-
mation to the original color information of the mas-
terpiece [30]. By introducing biomechanical aspects, it
was shown that brush elasticity plays a major role [31]
and helps to create a novel painting system with an
intuitive haptic interface [32]. It was then proven that
forces at the scale of the stroke, linked to friction and
viscosity rheology of the paint, must be considered to
understand formation of paintings morphologies. An
important fact is that stroke morphology can be dis-
sociated from the color. Flagg and Regh show [33],
using a projector-guided painting, that pigment and
strokes selections can be decomposed to create a
multi-layer complex structure. In fact, Li et al [34]
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make it clear that Van Gogh’s work can be analyzed by
statistics only of brushstrokes and their shape pro-
vided that their numbers are sufficient. This analysis of
themorphology of the brushstrokes is sufficient to dis-
tinguish VanGogh’s painting in different time periods
[34]. The role of complex brushstroke morphology is
confirmed by Berezhnoy et al [35]. They show that the
main spatial characteristics are the brushstroke pat-
terns and their associated orientation distribution
[35]. From Li et al [34], the discriminating brushstro-
kemorphology is the number of brushstrokes in a
neighborhood. This can be obtained simply by count-
ing the brushstrokes in a neighborhood, and noting
sizes, lengths, and broadness of the brushstrokes, as
well as their broadness homogeneity, straightness,
elongation and orientation. This clearly shows that
morphologies are complex, even if brushstrokes can
be modeled by derived surfaces such as cubic b-spline
[36] or Bezier interpolation [37]. The effect of strokes
seems to be multiscale [38]. Hertzmann [39] showed
that a series of spline brushstrokes is required to a cre-
ate realistic painting. Hendriks, from the Van Gogh
museum and Hughes from Princeton University [40]
define the characteristic touch of the painter Vincent
Van Gogh at the scale of the brushwork described by
different sizes of wavelets present in digital images.
This wavelet analysis confirms that discriminating
aspects of paintings can be based on analyses of com-
plex brushstroke structures on paintings’ black and
white digitalized images based on photographs [41].

Hertzmann [42] presents a technique for simulat-
ing the physical appearance of brushstrokes under
lighting, supposing that paintings are composed of a
list of brushstrokes. A height map is assigned to each
stroke and the topographic map for the painting is
produced by rendering the brushstrokes’ textures. The
final painting is rendered by combining the painting’s
colors with the height map. However, nothing is
explained on how to obtain the heights of the surface
topography, which seems to be simulated, nor on the
illumination model on the rough surface. This makes
this approach appear as a non-realistic rendering tool
of a photo. However, the author shows that by playing
with the illumination angles that the appearance of the
photo changes markedly, due to the introduction of
the height amplitude map. This point is particularly
made by Elkhuizen et al [43] that compare threemulti-
scale, 3D scanning techniques: 1) optical coherence
tomography, 2) 3D scanning based on fringe-encoded
stereo imaging (at two resolutions), and 3) 3D digital
microscopy. These methods are applied to analyze the
surface topology of ‘Girl with a Pearl Earring’ painted
by Johannes Vermeer. Elkhuizen et al [43] write a
paragraph that we discuss, that clearly distinguishes
photography analyses used by the computer and
image analyses community:

‘Paintings are generally considered in terms of their
(2D) depiction, but the physical artwork also has a third
dimension. The substrate is rarely completely flat, and

subsequent paint and varnish layers also influence the
surface topography. This effect can be intentional—using
the paint to create a 3D effect—or the consequence of dry-
ing, hardening, or degradation. Artists, including Verm-
eer, deliberately created 3D textural effects on the surface.
For instance, they used impasto to create additional
reflections for highlights, or used 3D effects to emphasize
the textural appearance of the material they were depict-
ing. Alternatively, three-dimensional brushstrokes can be
the consequence of a fast-paced, expressive style’ Elkhui-
zen et al 2019 [43].

The surface metrology interacts with the physical
science community (rheology, optics, scattering, etc.).
The associated mathematics for metrology is close to
geostatistics, and an environment/material model for
the physical sciences. There are few articles on the use
of 3D techniques. Consider the recent bibliography of
Elkhuizen et al on 3D techniques with 16 articles,
which in fact is limited to 11 [44–54]. According to our
research, this appears to be a state of the art with only
the reference [55] added. This number is small com-
pared to the consequent number of publications devo-
ted to the image analysis of artistic paintings.
Moreover, in the 11 publications, the authors never
treat the painter’s touch from a 3D surface topography
point of view. Therefore, it seems that themicroscopic
aspects in 3D topography measurements are not trea-
ted. However, Elkhuizen et al [43] find that the 3D
digital microscopy based on focus variation and the
multiscale optical coherence tomography offer the
highest measurement accuracy and precision. How-
ever, the small field-of-view of focus variation makes
them relatively slow to investigate larger areas of paint-
ings. We propose to summarize in a table the advan-
tages and disadvantages of the two techniques: 3D
topography versus photography (table 1).

In this paper, the main purpose of surface topo-
graphy studies is to organize information through
physical interpretations. The fundamental problem is
to answer the following questions ‘Is a fractal dimen-
sion a relevant parameter?’ and ‘At which scale does it
characterize an artist’ style?’ These questions have no
meaning if not ‘relevant to a physical process’. Let us
illustrate this point by an example of surface character-
ization from a topographic measurement. Painted
areas, p, were made by the same painter. Topographic
measurements were made on regions (similar reason-
ing would be applicable to surface characterization by
image analysis). Having these topographic measure-
ments, the common use is to deduce some parameters
(for example, the Sa, St, Sq, etc from ISO 25178-2
[24]). We are looking for a correlation between these
few parameters and different parts of a painting. For
example, it may be usual to use a particular topo-
graphic characterization parameter (often Sa or St)
and to analyze the relations of this parameter with
dynamics of the painter and then to deduce possible
characteristics specific to this work. However, if
another parameter better characterizes the surface in
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relation to the painter’s description, the conclusions of
the analysis must be qualified, or even different. Simi-
larly, it is common practice in the scientific commu-
nity to use a topographic characterization parameter
which has a known physical interpretation. Topo-
graphic slopes characterized as Sdq (slope, ISO 25178-
2 [24], rootmean square gradient of the surface) can be
indicative of gloss. However, if it is shown

experimentally that another topographic characteriza-
tion parameter better characterizes this physical
phenomenon, then its discriminating character must
be justified. Therefore, to test the efficiency of a topo-
graphic characterization parameter, a measure of rele-
vance must be constructed and applied to the totality
of these parameters. This approach has never been
undertaken in the field of artistic painting of surface

Table 1.Advantages and drawbacks of 3D topography compared to imaging techniques used for artistic painting studies.

Criteria Topographicmap Imagesmap

Acquisition

Existence of available database Database does not exist. Numerous existing databases but often

with different shooting conditions

and resolutions

Acquisition speed Slowdigital acquisition. Quick photo shooting

Apparatusmobility Difficult to transport. Requires an adapted assembly. Portable, ‘standard’ tripods

Influence of environment over

acqusition

Expansion control because longmeasurement, vibra-

tion-free environment, thermal controlK
Almost instantaneousmeasurements

Dimension offield of view Small investigated area, impossibility of fullmeasure-

ment of the picture

Integralmeasurement with lower

resolution

Working distance Needs to be close to the painting (briefly, from0.5 mm

to 10 mmdepending on the optics and themea-

surementmethod)

Measure quite far from the pictorial

support

Caution about the integrity ofmea-

surement object

Precaution to be taken not to touch the painting, do

not put a too intense luminous flux.

No danger

Stitchability Manymeasurementsmust be stitched,made difficult

by the irregularity of the topographies.

Easier stitching by using the optical

characteristics of the lenses (parallax,
lens distortion,)

Quality of acquisitions Good quality color image at high resolutions in high

precision z-stacks.

Medium resolution, almost no stacking

required.

[56] (Focus variationmicroscope).HDRMode [57] Lowmacro depth offield.HDRmode

possible

Control over light conditions Use of several light sources on a ring. Constant lumi-

nous flux [58]
Lighting conditionsmore delicate to

control

File data encoding 32-bit topographic encoding [59] Often file encoded on 16 bits (grey
levels) or 16 bits per channel (color
images)

Possibility to usemultiple lights Can takemeasurements at different angles of illumi-

nationwith high precision for defect detection.

Multi-light analysis requires heavy on-

site installation.

Presence of qualitymap Qualitymap possible [60] NoqualityMap.

Helpwith algorithmic classification

Data diversity usefulness Has 3maps: Qualitymap, topographic, and image.

Facilitates future shape detection algorithms [61]
(Focus variationmicroscope).

Algorithms often based only on color/

grayscale image detection

Help in the analysis of the painter’s touch, specific approach to topography

Possibility to analyse rheology of the

paint

Canhelp to understand the rheology of the paint that

forms the topography

Impossible

Inclusion of pigment scales Can include pigment scales [62, 63] Impossible

Superposition of topographicmaps

and images

Using focus variation illumination algorithms, we can

recreate the photographic images and analyze the

renderings sought by the painter. [64] (Focus varia-
tionmicroscope)

Impossible

Possibility to interpret biomechani-

cal aspect of the painting process

Easier interpret biomechanical aspects of painters by

integrating the deformation of the paint using

mechanics ofmaterials [65]

It is limited to simplisticmechanical

models ofmass spring type in the x-y

plane.

Ability of evaluate damages Adept at quantifyingmorphologies of different dama-

ges (cracks, chemical changes, protusions, local

deformations,K). [66]

Can only detect visual defects at amed-

ium scale and eventually a count of

these defects.

Represent reflectivity of the painting Allows for creation of BRDF (Bidirectional Reflec-
tanceDistribution Function) /BTF (Bidirectional
Texture Function) for computer graphics based on

topography [67, 68].

Requires heavy RTI typemounting.
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states and is the keystone of this article. It requires
calculation of parameters listed in the standards and
the bibliography. It is necessary to create a robust
method of measurement relevant to the physical sys-
tem. In our case, all topographic characterization
parameters are analyzed and assigned an efficiency
number for ranking of their relevance according to
their efficiency index. This philosophy of numerical
treatments of surface states frees us from subjectivity
(i.e., assumptions about roughness parameter rele-
vancy before the study) in the use of these parameters
and to treat measurements with more objectivity. By
this method, we will show that a fractal dimension is a
relevant parameter with respect to the description of
the work. Also, this article focuses on the analysis of
factual quantitative data (roughness), which is one
component among others, such as colors, in paintings.
This kind of factual and quantitative data is useful to
describe the artist’s intention about how a painting
should look like (visual appearance), and is separated
from how people perceive a painting, or how people
feel about it, which needs amore subjective study.

2.Materials andmethods

2.1. Painting ‘Fishing boats in theNorth Sea’
In order to analyze the topography of an oil painting,
we selected a work containing several identical motifs
(boats, clouds, waves) in order to look for topographic
differences and commonalities in thesemotifs. This oil
painting (figure 1), in a rather poor state of conserva-
tion, represents several sailing fishing boats on a
turbulent sea with greenish waters, not far from a coast
without relief, where two high towers with wooden
structures can be discerned on the right. These boats
with auric rigging are perfectly identifiable. They were
ketches, medium-sized, two-masted sailing ships, the
largest of which was located forward. Ketches were
used in Holland for fishing from the 17th to early 20th

century, particularly for herring. The vessel in the
foreground has on its stern the name of its home port,
Vlaardingen (Flardingue), located west of the port of
Rotterdam towards themouth of theWaal (Rhine). Its
reputation was for herring that fishermen of the
province of Zuid-Holland sought in the North Sea
with these types of vessels. This painting bears a
signature with a proper Germanic name, Hanns.
Under this spelling, this name seems to be of German
origin; however, it was also encountered in theNether-
lands in other forms (Haans, Hans). The RKD
(Rijksbureau voor Kunsthistorische Documentatie) in
The Hague has not been able to identify an artist with
this name closer to this painting. A painter from South
Holland by the name of Josephus Gerardus Hans, who
was born in laHague in 1826 and died in Ryswyk on 18
July 1891, is mentioned in Emmanuel Bénézit’s
Dictionnaire critique et documentaire des peintres (last
edition, 1999, vol. 6, p. 731), but it seems too old for
this work that, according to the style and workman-
ship, one is tempted to date it more from the 1920s or
1930s, or even from the post Second World War
period.

2.2. Topographicalmeasurements
Focus variation was used to measure surface topogra-
phy. This metrological system combines a shallow
depth of field and vertical scanning to provide true
color topographic data (for image analysis also) from
the variation in image sharpness on CCD arrays. The
main component of the system consists of a precision
optical system, which can be equippedwith a variety of
lenses, to makemeasurements at different resolutions.
The visual correlation between the color optical image
of the part surface and the height information, which
are often related to each other and are therefore
essential to the analysis of painting surfaces. In our
case, an Alicona InfiniteFocusG5 (Raaba/Graz, Aus-
tria) is used with a X10 objective lens, over 13 × 13
mm by stitching with sampling intervals of 1 μm,

Figure 1.The Boat fromVlaardingen (920× 730 mm), near LaHague inHolland painted presumably by JosephusGerardusHans (or
Hanns). Artwork stated to be in the public domain. The red squares (inside different clouds) correspond to regions onwhich
topographic analyses are carried out.
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forming a map of 169 megapixels. Two such measure-
ments on five clouds, presenting different brightness
aspects were made (see figure 1, from 1 luminous
cloud to 5 dark cloud). After measurement, form was
removed from the surface using a 3rd order polyno-
mial, non-measured points were filled, and another
3rd order polynomial was used for finding a surface
reference plane.

3.Multiscale analysis

3.1.Multiscale decomposition
To determine scales most relevant to a painters’
aptitude, multiscale decompositions were conducted.
Basically, measured topographies were analyzed using
MountainsMap® software. Three Gaussian spatial
filters, high pass (HP), band pass (BP), and low pass
(LP) filters, were applied to decompose the scales. By
applying an HP filter, topographic scales finer than a
defined threshold were retained. Conversely, LP filters
extracted scales below a defined threshold (figure 2). A
band pass filter characterizes topographies between
two scales of a decomposition.

3.2.Multiscale topographical graph
By sequentially increasing or decreasing cut-off
values, topographical scales were revealed, classical
roughness with the HP filter, and waviness with the
LP filter and particular details with the BP filter.
Then, for each surface of the spectrum, several
topographic characterization parameters were

calculated. For each of these parameters, its evolution
according to the filter cut-off and therefore scale, was
obtained.

3.3. Sdq: a discriminating parameter
Basically, these plots describe their multi-scale beha-
vior. A first analysis shows that Sdq describes topo-
graphies of the painted surfaces of the five clouds
systematically (figure 3).

The Sdq (average slope) roughness parameters
represents the mean slope of the surface. It is certain
that if the sampling interval (dx pitch) changes on the
measurement device, the parameter Sdq is highly
likely to change due to the fractal aspect of repeating
features at finer scales in the topography. In fact, the
calculation of the Sdq parameter is quite close to
Mandelbrot’s philosophy where ‘the yardstick’ is
represented by the sampling interval (Richardson’s
method). As the method of calculation from ISO
25178-2 [24] only calculates the Sdq in relation to the
sampling interval, i.e., slopes in relation to its closest
neighbours. This minimizes the influence of the sam-
pling interval variance between different measure-
ments and gives a constant scale for calculating values
of Sdq. Here the sampling interval, dx, is constant at
1.1 μm. This is not perfect, although it estimates a
slope by Sdq according to ISO 25178-2. However, in
our case, low pass filtering has been performed
around 100 μm. At the scales used to calculate the
Sdq, sampling intervals are less than the cutoff of the
filter, Sdq estimates average topographic slopes, and
thus becomes less sensitive to the ‘fractal’ effects of

Figure 2.Gaussian filtering examples given cut-off values (alongX andY axes) of 5, 70, 200, 500, 1000 and 3000μmusing high pass
(HP)filters, retaining topographic scales finer than cut-off values down to the instrument’s resolution, lowpass (LP)-filtered surfaces
containing topographic scales coarser than cut-off values, and finally band pass (BP)filters that contains topographic scales between
cut-off values.
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slopes changing with scale in these topographies. At
first, we can see that this parameter distinguishes 3
regimes:

1. Scaling laws for scales less than 70 μm. This means
that the slopes increase with the wavelength. As the
length of the filter increases, new peaks are added,
increasing average slopes. These additions lead to a
fractal-type topography (peaks within peaks etc.)
according to a simple scale law of type Sdq α λα

where λ the filter cutoff length and α the scale
exponent;

2. Slow increasing of Sdq from70 to 800μm, there are
no real power laws, this is the end of the fractal
regime;

3. Above 800 μm, Sdq is practically constant, slopes
no longer increase, and the topography has become
stationary with respect to scale.

For the regime 1, there is the following classifica-
tionwhatever the cutoff

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )

( )
l m

> > = >
Î

Sdq 1 Sdq 2 Sdq 3 Sdq 4 Sdq 5 ,

2; 70 m

1

Topographies are expected to be more intricate
and torturous as slopes increase. Figure 4 shows three
topographies of clouds 1, 3, and 5 after a 70 μm high
pass filter. On these three topographies, slopes
increase as the topographies become more intricate
and tortuous. The dark cloud 5 appears the smoothest
with the lowest slopes, while the light cloud 1 has the
steepest slopes, and the slopes in the grey cloud 3 are
intermediate.

4. Relevance of the topographic
characterization parameters

4.1. Principle
For a given spatial scale, there could be topographic
characterization parameters that can assist in detecting
differences between cloud types. Exceptionally, there
could be clouds painted with different colors, which
appear different, but have the same topography at the

Figure 3.Evolution of slopes, as rootmean square gradients, Sdq, at different levels of high pass filtering, i.e., scales, for the five clouds
described infigure 1.

Figure 4.Maps obtained after high passfiltering at a cutoff of 70μm.The three zones 1, 3, 5 correspond to cloud topography (see
figure 1) for three levels of brightness.
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scales of interest. Statistics are used to test if two or
more cloud types are discernible. For this, the F
(Fisher-Snedecor) variable from analysis of variance
(ANOVA) is an indicator of differences between these
five cloud topographies. The value F represents the
ratio of the mean variance of topographies introduced
by surface structuring divided by the mean variance of
measurement of a surface. The methodology for
finding the relevant roughness parameters with
ANOVA is presented inDeltombe et al [69].

The total variance of characterization parameters
from the topographic measurements is equal to the
sum of the variance between the means of the mea-
surements corresponding to each cloud morphology
and themean variance of themeasurement errors. It is
then possible to define a so-called Fisher-Snedecor
variable F. This is an estimate of a signal-to-noise ratio.
The higher F is, the better the ability for the considered
roughness parameter to differentiate clouds. If a char-
acterization parameter is unable to see differences
between clouds, F values will be close to unity. For
more details, see [69] for the formulation, [70] for
application in wear, [71] in lubrification, [72] in biol-
ogy and [73] for coating functionalities. For each
roughness parameter at a given scale, F value is com-
puted. It is then possible to find the relevant para-
meters by plotting the F value against the parameter
rank, sorted by F value.

4.2. Results
By plotting the decrease of F (Fisher-Snedecor vari-
able) versus the rank for all parameters, efficacies of
parameters to describe the difference between clouds
can be displayed (figure 5).

From figure 5, the parameter that stands out with-
out context is the fractal dimension in low pass filter-
ing. Figure 6 then represents the values of the latter for
the 5 types of clouds.

This confirms that fractal aspects of the painting
discern differences in appearance of the clouds that we
showed in figure 3 with their topographic slopes.
Curves plotting the evolution of the fractal dimension
are identical in appearance. Visually, 3 scale ranges
appear which match those shown for the average topo-
graphic slopes. This supports the multiscale aspects
mentioned earlier: the fractal dimension, being related
to the power laws of metric indicator, can deduce chan-
ges in these laws. A visual analysis of the decomposition
thus seems to show that these three scale ranges corre-
spond to 3 differentmechanisms corresponding closely
to the regimes definedpreviously:

3–78 μm: Brushstroke. Over these scales, the fil-
tered measurement renderings (figure 6, left) show
peaks and valleys that aremore or less curved, a sign of
a topography left by the painter’s brush. The fractal
dimension is close to that of Brownian motion, whose
theoretical fractal dimension is 2.5. The differences
between the different clouds are highly significant over
these scales.

78–743 μm: Canvas Filling. Over these scales, the
filtered images (figure 6, center) show fairly regular
patterns whose pitch corresponds to the pitch of the
mesh of the canvas. A Fourier transform analysis
(figure 7) confirms the periodicity with a peak at
770 μm which represents the end of stage 2. Regime
two thus corresponds well to an area between the tra-
ces of the brushstroke and the average size of the cells
of the textile. This means that it translates the filling
rate of these cuvettes as shown in the two topographies
included infigure 7.

743–12000 μm: Canvas geometry. Identical rip-
ples for all the clouds are found. The fractal dimension
tends towards 2 which characterizes a Euclidean sur-
face, i.e., a smooth shape. At these scales, ripples are
shown. These are introduced by the tension of the tex-
tile fibers which influence the morphology of the

Figure 5.Plot of the relevance graph, i.e., the decrease of F for all parameters computed for all scales with the three filters (BP,HP, and
LP).
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fabric with an amplitude 5 times smaller than the size
of themesh.

5. The fractal aspect of artistic painting: a
discussion

Since the early 1960s and thanks to the work of Benoît
Mandelbrot [74, 75], fractal analysis provides a special
approach to many physical problems. The notion of
fractal dimension of a curve is a topological measure
recently introduced in various fields of physics (diffu-
sion, fluid mechanics, percolation, fracture, tribology
[76, 77]). This dimension characterizes the degree of
occupation of the 3D space where the surface evolves.
In the case of these types of curves, the fractal

dimension is between 2 and 3. A surface with a
dimension close to 2 will be fairly ‘regular’, but if its
dimension tends towards 3, it will present a very
pronounced ‘irregularity’. The formulation and calc-
ulation of the fractal dimension of a surface (or curve)
are well mastered now from a topological point of
view, thanks to thework ofHausdorff [78],Minkowski
[79], and Bouligand [80], but its exact numerical
calculation remains debatable. There are many meth-
ods for calculating the fractal dimension [81–83] (see
also ASME B46.1 Ch. 10 [84] and ISO 25178-2 [24]
standards) on profiles (z= z(x)) and surfaces (z= z(x,
y)). Some give different results, and some do not lead
to expected numerical values when applied to curves
of kn own dimensions. Differences can reach 40% of
theoretical values.

Figure. 6Evaluation of the fractal dimension at various scales forfive cloud regions on the painting.

Figure 7. Fourier transform to analyze canvas texturing. The peak around 0.8 mmrepresents themesh size of the canvas.
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5.1. Box-counting versusMinkowski sausages
Two fractal dimension calculation methods have been
implemented here and classified by relevance to show
suitable methods for describing morphologies of
topographies on scale ranges in two- and three-
dimensional spaces. Efficacy can provide a phenomen-
ological approach to physical interpretations. Two
profilemethods are used here [74]:

- Box-counting. The fractal dimension calculated by
this method is the best parameter considered here
to describe the topological particularities of each
cloud.

- Bouligand-Minkowski. The fractal dimension cal-
culated by this method is relevant but its ability to
describe the topological features of each cloud on all
scales is only ranked 30th.

Details of these methods are considered below in
order to find the multiscale attributes and topological
relationships that unite all these scales by power law
analysis.

However, it is possible, apart from fractal dimen-
sions, to assert that a surface has geometric properties
of fractals over some scale range and to calculate the
exponent of the power law. In fact, real surfaces are
never purely fractal as Mandelbrot mentions in his
seminal article ‘How Long is the Coast of Britain’. The
method that Mandelbrot describes uses line segments,
whose lengths correspond to scales of observation, to
measure systematically apparent lengths of the coast as
functions of scale. It is also known as coastline,
Richardson or compass method and has been applied
to measured profiles [82] and extended to surfaces
with virtual triangular tiling [83]. At sufficiently fine
scales, fractal dimensions can change because these
methods can become sensitive to aspects of geometric
features not observed at larger scales. In the case of

artistic painting, we think that the lower scale is close
to the size of the pigments.

The box-counting method leads to a log-log plot
(figure 8)which has three straight linear parts whereas
the Minkowski method has only two, with a linearity
deviation between 300 and 900 μm. Box-counting
seems to detect the power laws more clearly, which
gives it the advantage of detecting the regimes of the
multiscalemorphology of the paintingmore clearly.

Three regimes appear in the log-log plot of the Sdq
diagram (figure 3) that correspond to what we
identified as brushstroke, 3–78 μm, canvas filling,
78–743 μm, and canvas geometry, 743–12000 μm (see
figure 6). Box-counting appears to distinguish the
fractal aspect of the brushstroke around 50 μm, given
by Sdq (figure 3). Minkowski does not detect a cross-
over between regimes at this scale, overestimating it at
300 μm. With box-counting, the local box N(τ, xi)
counted in xi with width τ is in fact strongly related to
the local slope of the surface Sdq(τ, xi). In xiwith width
τ by the approximate average relationship is

( ) ( ) ( )t t
t
t

t@ =Sdq x
N x

N x,
,

, .i
i

i The second

threshold in box-counting, at 400 μm, corresponds to
half the wavelength value of the mesh of the textile

canvas
l

m= = @
2

769

2
400 mcanvas (see the power

spectrum figure 7). This critical length detected by
box-counting corresponds to the average width of the
peaks and valleys of the region defined by the mesh
and the number of boxes. It represents a rate of filling
valleys and paint covering on the projected area t2 of a
volume ( )t tN x, .i

3 Consider that the more negative
the slopes of the log-log diagram are, themore the sur-
face is disordered, and the higher the fractal
dimension. For box-counting, with slopes of -D,
and D the fractal dimension of the surface, then
D < D < D .BrushStroke CanvasMesh CanvasForm Box-count-
ing for estimating the fractal dimension of the topo-
graphy of an oil painting appears optimal because it

Figure 8. Fractal plot for bothmethods (box-counting andMinkowski) computed from the surface shown infigure 2.
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morphologically integrates the scale variations of the
local slopes of the surface morphology. Box-counting
characterizes multiscale aspects as well as scale chan-
ges of the topography.

6.Optical analysis of light reflection on
painted surfaces

The goal of this section is to try to find a possible
correlation between the Sdq, representing the mean
slope of the surface, and the nature of light reflection.
Here, Sdq is treated as a parameter computed (globally
or locally) on a scale-limited topography. Cloud
topography has an Sdq, slope, increasing with cloud
clarity in the 3–500 μm scale range. Torrance and
Sparrow and Shipulski andBrown [85] have developed
raytracing models based on geometric optics for light
reflection on irregular surfaces using slopes [86]. These
models neglect the electromagnetic wave nature of
light. Raytracing is valid only if the irregularities of the
surface are much greater than the wavelength of the
source, and express incident radiance scattered to a
camera sensor by a surface patch. These raytracing
models are based on representing topographies by
micro-facets. Each facet is described by an angle
between its normal and the normal to themacroscopic
datum plane, n. If we assume the surface is isotropic,
the distribution of the facet normals is rotationally
symmetrical with respect to n. The slope distribution
can then be modeled by a one-dimensional function,
such as a normal distribution of zero mean and
standard deviation sa. Modeling of reflection using
microfacets and the laws of geometrical optics thus
leads to a model with only one specular lobe. This
result is expected since the laws of geometrical optics
are only valid for irregular surfaces. Torrance and
Sparrow add a Lambertian term to their reflection
equation and apply it for the reflectance in computer
graphics [87]which becomes:

( ) ( )

( )
( )

q q a s k q
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q
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+
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a
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-
a

I L dw
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r

2

2

2

where a, Li and dwi represent respectively the angle
between the surface normal and the facet of the
surface, the radiance of the source, and the solid angle
under which the surface patch sees the source. The
surface is illuminated (see figure 9) by the incident
beam that lies on the (y, z) planewith a polar angle of qi

and a particular reflected beamwhichwe are interested
in travels along the direction qr (more exactly ( )q j,r r ).
The constant kspec represents the specular reflection
coefficient and kdiff represents the coefficient of
diffuse reflection (or Lambertian) (see [88] for details).

Thismodel ‘Bidirectional ReflectanceDistribution
Function’ BRDF model is widely used [90, 91] to
describe illumination of surface in image synthesis
such as raytracing [92], reflectance in uncalibrated
photometric [93], estimating model parameters from
images by a six-color camera [94] and is intensively
used in computer graphics [95]. Chen [89] shows
experimentally that this model is well adapted to
describe vanished painted samples showing brush
marks.

Figure 10 shows how the slopes can be locally cal-
culated from the topographic map, either by calculat-
ing the local values of Sdq in square sub-regions (scale
is the length of the box side: 35μm), either by calculat-
ing the slope in square sub-regions (also at 35 μm
scale).

While the clarity of the clouds increases with the
slopes of the surface (Sdq), the higher the Sdq, the
more the specular component decreases and thus the
Lambertian component becomes more preponderant
according to the Torrance-Sparrow theory
(equation (2)). Larger Sdqs, cause more diffuse reflec-
tion from the surface. Painters can show, by a brush-
stroke, that the light clouds diffuse more light, giving
an impression of local brightness, avoiding a dark and
obscuring climate to the painting.

Figure 9. ‘Bidirectional ReflectanceDistribution Function’BRDF expressed in terms of viewing and illumination angles where polar
angle θ (rad), azimuth anglej (rad), irradiance E (Wm−2), radiance L (Wm−2Sr−1), radiantfluxΘ (W), solid angle dω (Sr), surface
element V (m2) as in [89], af is the area of eachmicro-facet [88].
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7. Validation of the slope hypothesis on a
painting byMax Savy

7.1. The painter
Born in Albi in 1918, Max Savy arrived in the Aude in
1936. He left his mark on Aude painting first of all
through his role as a teacher. Teacher, professor of
drawing at the Ecole Normale, he gave his lessons to
generations ofCarcassonnais. Then,Max Savy devoted
himself entirely to his art. Great painter but also
excellent draftsman, illustrator and engraver, his
career is international. The golden ochres, browns and
greens that characterize his paintings magnify the
landscapes of les Corbières, so dear to his heart,
making some say that he was the ‘Peintre des
Corbières’. Max Savy in his works thus retraces every-
day life: he paints scenes where the characters, tiny
peasants, are gleaners, bent towards the Earth with
small white pebbles, often dominated by black trees
surrounding them. However, the painter has known
several periods, and his canvases are a real success.
From the end of the war, ‘Les Savy’ are displayed by the
most famous galleries, in thewhole of Europe and then
the United States. In 2009, he lost his eyesight and
stopped painting. He would die slowly on October 30,
2010 a few months after being made a Knight of the
Legion of Honor. The previously presentedmethodol-
ogy is tested on a Max Savy’s painting, =Bâteau de
pêche au port?. This painting shows a boat near a
deck, where small houses are located. This painting is
set at a Sunset, which accentuates blue and orange
colors. Details such as a lighthouse, gulls and other
boats are displayed in the background. The reflection
of the sky can be observed in the sea.

7.2. Topographicmeasurement, relevance and
statistical analysis
We are going to reproduce the same method of
analysis of Savy’s painting as that of Hanns, namely the
role of topography on the sensory impression left by
the diffusion of clouds. This painting is quite interest-
ing in terms of luminosity. Indeed, Max Savy played
on two effects: a fog effect in the distance reinforced by
a twilight aspect and a reflection of the clouds on the

water surface which gives an additional strengthening
aspect of the diffusion effect desired to show that the
sea has waves (visible in the foreground). A white light
interferometer (NewView 7300, ZYGO, USA)
equipped with a X100 objective was used for the
topography measurements. Two regions are studied:
one for the sky and one for the sea. Colorimetric maps
of the approximative studied regions are shown in
figures 11(a) and (b). Inside those approximative
regions, random locations in a 2 × 2 cm area are
selected, representing respectively cloud and reflected
cloud on the sea. 100 measurements, 517 × 517 μm,
were made with sampling intervals of 0.109 μm using
stitching. Fifty-one roughness parameters were com-
puted based on standards. These included amplitude
parameters, functional parameters, spatial parameters,
hybrid parameters, including root-mean square gradi-
ent, i.e., slope, Sdq, and feature parameters using
surface segmentation. Then, the relevance protocol
described in section 4.a was applied and relevance
graph is plotted (figure 11(g) on the top right). Slope,
Sdq, is the best parameter to discriminate the sky and
the reflected sky on the sea. Thanks to a bootstrap
protocol [96], the probability density function of the
mean Sdq value can be plotted to appreciate the
relevancy (figure 11(h) on the bottom right). Unam-
biguously, the Sdq corresponding to the sky area is
lower than the Sdq of its projection on the sea.

7.3. Confirmation of slope assumptions
The slope hypothesis is that slopes could discriminate
different types of brushstrokes. Here, Sdq is com-
puted over the whole scale range of the topography,
i.e., on the unfiltered topography. The sea has a
higher Sdq (1.37) than the sky (1.20). According to
the Torrance-Sparrow theory, the higher the Sdq, the
more light diffuses on the surface. The painter
wanted to show, by his brushstroke, that the sea
diffuses the reflection of the Sun on the wavelet of the
sea, giving an impression of mist that highlights the
foreground. Therefore, the slope hypothesis is applic-
able for this painting.

Figure 10.Topographicmap, Sdqmap and slopemap of a cloud from the painting.
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8.Discussion about perception of paintings
by observers

There are multiples ways to look at a painting. While it
is true that people looking at a painting use both non-
subjective data (color, topography) and subjective data
(interpretation of the painting, subjective perception of
a painting features), each can be studied separately. This
article focuses on non-subjective data (topography and
brightness, which is linked to slopes of the topography),
but they are only some components of a painting
among others, such as colors, which are useful to detect
objects in paintings. What we described as artist’s
intention in this article is the intention about how a
painting looks like, with factual data like color, rough-
ness and reflectance maps using Bidirectional Texture
Function (BTF). No assumptions are made about how
the painting is perceived by observers nor how they feel
after looking at the painting. However, other authors
worked on the perception of a painting, such as Taylor
et al [97] that shows how people perceived brushstrokes
orientations onpainting images. Forbrushstrokesmade
from left to right, most people perceive the movements
correctly while other perceive it from right to left. Also,
Amirshahi et al [98] and Hayn-Leichsenring et al [99]
proposed two subjective studies about paintings and
how participants evaluate if a painting is aesthetic or
pleasurable to view, which show aesthetics and indivi-
dual liking are not necessarily linked. Therefore, rough-
ness parameters, which can give information about the
painting aesthetic value, and how people perceive
paintings as pleasurable might not be as correlated.
Further works are then necessary to assess roughness
influenceover subjective perception of paintings.

9. Conclusions

There are still many challenges to be addressed.
Surface metrology can be compared with texture
indications obtained by illumination of the surface
and themanymodels cited in the references in the field
of cultural heritage. A major challenge is creating
methods for high-resolution imaging of a painting,
isolation of objects that compose it, and measure-
ments of each object by automatic repositioning and
adapted stitching.

Topographic measurement and analyses, surface
metrology, provide new perspectives for under-
standing a painter’s touch. Some of these measure-
ments cannot bemade over an entire painting. Surface
metrology, once limited to local analyses of the
damage for future restoration, offer a new invest-
igation on sensory perception scales thanks to new
stitching techniques [100] to cover larger regions.

By analyzing the result of ANOVA and Fisher-Sne-
decor value, the Sdq roughness parameter has been
identified as the most relevant parameter. Results were
then focused on Sdq, but other roughness parameters
could also be relevant. Brushstrokes on the paintings
present a fractal structure, which can be characterized
by the parameter of the slope, Sdq, which discriminates
thedifferentmorphological structures of a painting.

Relevant topographic characterization parameters
are related to slopes on the surface. The topographic
measurements therefore are sufficient to model light
reflection, except of course the colorimetric measure-
ments which are beyond our scope here.

Perspectives are opened to associate biomechani-
cal actions of a painter, including the rheology of the
paint materials, to address the techniques painters use

Figure 11.Graphical abstract of the analysis of theMax Savy’s oil painting. Variousmaps of the painting are displayed: full
colorimetricmaps of the approximative regions of the sky (a) and the sea (b), reflectancemaps of the sky (c) and the sea (d),
topographicmaps of the sky (e) and the sea (f). An analysis of the relevance of parameters (g) shows that Sdq is the best parameter
discriminating the sky and the sea, as seen in histogram (h).
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to obtain optical effects with the surface. The fractal
dimension of the surface topography at the brush-
stroke scale is a relevant parameter: painters’ styles are
multiscale. However, it is necessary to filter to extract
the different components inherent to different physi-
cal phenomena.

This would require a high-precision instrumented
bench, an optimized acquisition and an optimized
processing of roughness parameters on a surface with
a sinuous contour (i.e., not rectangular).
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